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Supplementary Material Notes
LEVEL: Pre-Intermediate (A2-B1)

UNIT 2

LESSON: 2A

Getting to know you
Supplement title

Type of supplement

Where to use

Objectives

City Challenge

Discussion

Before the lesson
“Destinations”
(Lesson B) - makes
a good warm up
activity



Talking about different
world cities



Giving reasons for choices

(US English and GB
English versions)
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City Challenge

US English version

1. Work with a partner. Can you write the name of one city for each of the letter below in 5 minutes?

A E.g. Amsterdam

J

S

B

K

T

C

L

U

D

M

V

E

N

W

F

O

X

G

P

Y

H

Q

Z

I

R

2. Write the number of cities from your list for each continent below:


Africa _____



North America _____



Europe _____



South America _____



Asia _____



Australasia _____

3. Team up with another pair and compare your list of cities. Discuss the following:
From all of the cities on both of your lists ...


are there any you have never heard of?



which ones have you lived in?



which ones have you visited? Which is your favorite from these cities? Why?



which city that you have never been to would you like to visit on vacation? Why?



which city that you have never been to would you want to avoid on vacation? Why?
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City Challenge

GB English version

1. Work with a partner. Can you write the name of one city for each of the letter below in 5 minutes?

A E.g. Amsterdam

J

S

B

K

T

C

L

U

D

M

V

E

N

W

F

O

X

G

P

Y

H

Q

Z

I

R

2. Write the number of cities from your list for each continent below:


Africa _____



North America _____



Europe _____



South America _____



Asia _____



Australasia _____

3. Team up with another pair and compare your list of cities. Discuss the following:
From all of the cities on both of your lists ...


are there any you have never heard of?



which ones have you lived in?



which ones have you visited? Which is your favourite from these cities? Why?



which city that you have never been to would you like to visit on holiday? Why?



which city that you have never been to would you want to avoid on holiday? Why?
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